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Lesson Topic:  Place Value: Teen numbers 
 
Concept/s in Focus:  

• Teen numbers consist of a full 1 ten and extra ones but not enough extra ones to make 
another ten 

 
Introduction / Teacher Background Information: 
Our number system is base-ten and uses groups of ten as building blocks for large and small 
numbers, however our counting system builds to 20 before the place value structure of Tens and 
Ones is clearly evident. The teen numbers are structured the same as all 2-digit numbers but the way 
they are said (orally) does not match the way they are structured and some of the numbers between 
10 and 20 have names that do not match or follow the place value structure e.g. eleven and twelve 
are completely different words that do not clearly reflect a base of ten at all. Fourteen, sixteen, 
seventeen, eighteen and nineteen all resemble the numbers they are built on although the place 
value is confused because the Ones component of the number is heard before the ‘teen’. Thirteen 
and fifteen are similar but the way they are pronounced does not match the numbers they are built 
from exactly.. three – thirteen, five – fifteen. Some maths educators recommend introducing 
numbers to ten, then multiples of ten and returning to the teen numbers later because of these 
difficulties. This lesson builds from numbers to ten using the structure of place value to help 
students understand teen numbers as 1 whole ten and some extras. Students usually do not have 
trouble orally counting through the teen numbers and with the understandings developed in this 
lesson it is hoped they recognise teen numbers as the numbers between 1 ten and 2 tens written 
with a 1 in the Tens place and some extra ones in the Ones place. 
Ten-frames support a student’s ability to see ten objects as a unit. A ‘teen-frame’ (link on the 
website) with a full ten-frame and an empty ten-frame helps students model teen numbers as 1 ten 
and some extra ones – but not enough ones to make another ten.  
 
Note: for this lesson teen numbers are considered as the numbers 11-19 (even though 11 & 12 don’t 
say the ‘teen’) because they all have the format of 1 ten and some extra ones. 
 
Australian Curriculum Links: AMCNA289, ACMNA013, ACMNA014 
 
Resources: 
Whole Class Activity: 
• 2 large ten-frame mats or 2 masking tape ten-frames on floor. 
• 1 object per student e.g. A5 paper or sports marker dome 
 
Hands-On Activity: 
• 1 copy of  Ten frames – Teens per student (file has 2 teen-frames per page) 
• 1x standard die (1-6) 
• 10 counters of 2 different colours per student 
 
Independent Activity: 
• 1 set of Matching Cards – ten frames teen numbers per pair of student (This resource has 4 

different cards. We suggest copying each set of cards onto different colour paper) 
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Whole Class Activity: 
• Mark out 2 large ten-frames on the floor or spread out 2 ten-frame tarps. 
• Provide each student with an object e.g. sport marker dome or A5 piece of paper 
• Ask some question that you expect will result in between 10 and 20 positive responses e.g. 

 
Put your object into a space on the ten-frame if you had spaghetti for dinner last night / have blue eyes.. ?    
 

• Ensure each student puts their object into a space on a ten-frame. Allow them to place their 
objects in any space (don’t  instruct them to fill one frame first – let this be something to discuss) 
 

So how many of us had [e.g. spaghetti for dinner]? (Stop them from counting to find out). I want to be able to 
work out how many without counting? What could I do? (If they need further guidance ask ..Is it more than 
ten?  

 
• Wait for one of the students to suggest moving some of the objects to fill a ten-frame to make it 

easier to see how many. If the students don’t suggest this probe them  
 
How could we arrange the [objects] so we can just see how many without counting?  

 
• When the responses to a question results in creation of a teen-number on the ten-frames stop 

and ask some questions to focus on the full ten and extras e.g. 
 
      What do you notice about the [Answer to the question asked e.g. number of students who like eggs]?  

Is the number of [Answer to question e.g. of students who like eggs] more or less than ten? How many more 
than ten is it? So how many of you [answer to question e.g. like eggs]? 

 
• Accept the teen-number answer to the question from one of the students e.g. 16 

 
So what do you notice about the number 16? (It is more than ten, it is one ten and 6 extras…) 
 

• Repeat the activity several times by asking other questions e.g. Put your marker dome / piece of 
paper onto a ten frame if you have a brother; if you have a sister in Year 4; if you like eggs; if you 
can throw a ball through a netball hoop; if you have a dog… Try to choose questions of interest 
to your class and that have a likely to result in a number between 0 and 20. Some questions will 
exceed 20 but this can be something to discuss – that these numbers are 2 tens and some 
extras. 

 
Hands On Activity: 
• Hand out 1 Ten frame - Teens activity sheet (the file has 2 per page), 1 standard 6-sided die and 

counters to each student 
 

What do you notice on the page you have? (two ten frames, one is full the other is empty…)  
How many black ‘counters’ are there in the frame on the left? (ten.. Note: students shouldn’t need to count) 

 
• Instruct the students roll the die (once) and to put counters in the empty ten frame to match 

the number they roll  
 

Who rolled a 1? (Identify a student who rolled 1 and ask them the next series of questions 
How many black counters do you have? (10) – watch to see if they subitise or count. Discourage counting. 
How many [red] counters do you have? 
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• Write headings on the board ‘black’, ‘colour’ separated by a vertical line (simple table – see 
below). Extra headings Picture and Number  can also be added. Record the student responses 
under each heading i.e. 10 under ‘black’ and 1 under ‘colour’. Use the Ten frames larger for 
whiteboard to model what the student has on their sheet by placing a full ten frame beside the 
10 and a 1 beside the one Note: Align the frames with the full ten on the left to model the 
structure of place value (as below). 

•  
Black Colour Picture Number 

 
10 

 
1 
 

 
 

 
 

 
How many counters (black and [red]) do you have altogether? (11) 
How will I write that number? (a 1 and a 1) – don’t worry about place value names that will come later in the 
lesson 

Black Colour Picture Number 
 

10 
 

1 
 

 
 

 
11 

 
10 

 
2 

 
 
 

 
12 

 
10 

 
3 

 
etc 

 

 
• Note: It is an important part of this lesson for the students to focus on the way the numbers are 

written and in particular which digit is written first so saying that 11 is written as a 1 and a 1 is 
fine and more important in these early stages than knowing that 11 is 1 ten and 1 one. That 
understanding will be drawn from the students later in this activity. 

• Write the numeral beside the ten-frames  
 
• Repeat the above process by next asking ‘Who rolled a 2, then who rolled a 3?”… work through 

until you have all the teen numbers 11 to 19 represented underneath each other on the 
whiteboard. It is valuable to use the same wording for these repetitive questions as the 
repetition helps reinforce the concept being taught. 
 
Have a look at the whiteboard. What do you notice? Accept any responses (e.g. there are lots of 10s, the 
colour numbers are in order, all the numbers have a 1 in the front..) 
Why do all these numbers (point to the totals) have a 1 in the front? What is this 1? One what?..(they are all 
teen numbers) What is a teen number? What do teen numbers always have? (a 1 in the front).. why?   
 

• Be patient and let the students think and give any ideas. If prompting is needed ask the 
same/similar questions. This is where the connections will be made.  

• Point to the ten frame pictures and try to help the students see that each number has 1 ten and 
some extras 
 
What will the next number in this list be? (after 19).  (10 black and 10 colour - 20) 
How do I write twenty? (a 2 and a 0) 

 Where has the 1 in the front gone? Why has it changed to a 2? (because now we have 2 tens) 
 

• Model the 20 with ten frames to reinforce that there are 2 tens now. 
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• Continue the sequence for a few more numbers having the students predict what will be next, 
how to write it and how many tens the number will have. Continue to 30 if there is space to see 
the next time there is another ten. Try to leave all numbers on the whiteboard so the pattern is 
clear and the students can look to the board in the lesson review. 

 
Independent Activity: 
• This part of the lesson can be done by students individually or in small groups. It could be done 

as a rotation activity on a different day as follow up. 
• Students use the Matching Cards – ten frames teen numbers to find the picture of each teen 

number represented using a full ten-frame and a partly full ten-frame.  
 

• Note: The resource has 4 sets of cards that all match (the teen number as a numeral, a ten-
frames representation, a place value chart Tens|Ones representation and the number in words). 
The number in words is probably the least important card in this set. It was included so there 
was an even number of cards. Students can match all 4 cards or they could match just the 
picture of the teen number using ten-frames and the numeral. The set of 4 cards can be used to 
play ‘Memory’ games where all cards are placed face down and students choose 2 to attempt to 
find pairs. If each set of cards is copied onto different colour paper this game is more successful 
as they can choose a card from two different sets easily and increase their chances of getting a 
pair each turn.. and keep them engaged longer hopefully. 

 
Understandings to look for: 
• Ability to see a full ten-frame is ten without needing to count (subitising) 
• Teen numbers are 1 ten and some extra ones  
• The number of ones in a teen number is not enough to make another ten 
• Links between the way teen numbers are written and their place value (tens and ones) 


